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yelp: a short, sharp cry 
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The  Old  Shelf
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Wolf   liked   his   old   shelf.   His   

shelf   could   hold   many   things.  

On   his   shelf   was   a   golf   hat,   

a   gulp   of   milk,   and   a   bald   

cat.
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"I   could   put   stuff   on   the   

back   of   the   shelf,"   Wolf   told   

himself.   "But   I   want   to   find   

some   things!"  

Wolf   put   on   his   golf   hat   

and   went   into   the   cold.
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As   he   was   looking,   Wolf   

met   Calf.   He   told   Calf   about   

his   shelf.  

"I   can   help!   I   have   many   

things   to   give   you.   I   will   be   

back,"   Calf   told   Wolf.
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Calf   came   back   with   a   bag   

of   gold.  

"I   will   give   you   this   gold   to   

put   on   your   shelf!"   Calf   said   

to   Wolf.
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Wolf   gulped.  

"This   is   wild!   Let's   see   if   my   

shelf   will   hold   all   this   gold,"   

Wolf   told   Calf.  

Calf   helped   Wolf   put   the   

gold   on   the   old   shelf.
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But   the   shelf   fell.   It   was   too   

old.  

"YELP!"   Wolf   said.  

"I   can   help!"   said   Calf.
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"My   old   shelf   was   great.   But   

this   bench   is   the   best!"   Wolf   

told   Calf.   

Wolf   and   Calf   sat   with   the   

bald   cat   and   had   a   gulp   of   

milk.
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Phonics Fun 

Choose 2 words from the 
list of words in the book. 
How many letters are in the 
word? 
How many sounds are in 
the word? 
Why? (e.g., The word "chip" 
has 4 letters and 3 sounds 
because the ch makes 1 
sound.) 

High Frequency Words 

back 
could 

give 
many 

Comprehension 

Would you tell a friend 
to read this book? 
Why? 

Decodable Words 

bald 
Calf 
cold 
gold 
golf 
gulp 
help 

himself 

hold 
old 

shelf 
told 
wild 
Wolf 
yelp
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